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PENCIL GRASP CONCERNS AND INTERVENTION SUGGESTIONS (Part 2 of 2) 
 

*Keep in mind that a pencil grasp can be “ugly” and still be very functional for the student.* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT TYPE OF GRASP IS YOUR STUDENT UTILIZING? 

                                                                                                           

 

                                                      

 Dynamic Tripod 

(functional)  

( 

Dynamic 

Quadrupod 

(functional) 

Adapted Tripod 

(functional) 

Five Fingertip 

(functional) 

Thumb Wrap 

(functional) 

 

Fisted or Palmar 

(non-functional) 

This grasp is characterized 

by the pencil being held 

between the pad of the index 

finger and thumb and resting 

on the middle finger.  This is 

a mature efficient pencil 

grasp. 

This grasp is characterized by 

the pencil being held between 

the pads of the index finger, 

middle finger, ring finger, and 

thumb.  This grasp is also a 

mature efficient pencil grasp. 

This grasp is characterized by 

the pencil resting between the 

index and middle finger with 

the pads of the index finger, 

middle finger and thumb on 

the pencil.   This is an 

appropriate efficient pencil 

grasp. 

Tripod and Quadrupod 

grasps can be complicated by 

thumb wrapping.  The thumb 

can slightly wrap or in some 

cases wraps far enough to 

close their entire web space.  

Thumb wraps are not pretty 

but can be functional.  You 

can try pencil grips and 

working on vertical or 

elevated surfaces. Please 

refer to our Pencil Grasp 

Intervention Sheet for more 

suggestions. 

This grasp may not look pretty 

but is often very functional for 

students.  You can try to use a 

pencil grip to encourage 

changes in this grasp.  You 

may also need to work on hand 

strengthening activities with 

these students due to fatigue 

when writing.  Please refer to 

our Pencil Grasp Intervention 

Sheet for more suggestions. 

This fisted grasp is indicative 

of an immature grasp pattern.  

Encourage participation in 

activities that develop tripod 

and pincer grasping: tongs, 

spinning tops, clothespins, 

tweezers, reciprocal tearing of 

paper, etc… Please refer to our  

Pencil Grasp Intervention 

Sheet for more suggestions 
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IF THE GRASP PATTERN IS NON-FUNCTIONAL, WHAT CAN YOU DO IN THE CLASSROOM? 

 

 

 Vertical Surfaces:  Increase the amount of time that the student works on a vertical surface. This increases wrist extension, which naturally increases finger 

flexion, thus allowing more dynamic finger movements and more optimal pencil control. Increasing vertical surfaces can be accomplished in a variety of 

ways such as: 

1. Child is positioned in prone (face down) on the floor when writing using a clip board or slant board (or any other writing surface). 

2. Child is positioned standing at a dry-erase board, against a wall, using an easel, or any other vertical surface using kinesthetic (large motor) 

movements. 

3. Using a slant board regularly while seated at a desk for seat work 

 

 Correct Positioning: 

1. Child is seated at a desk that is properly fitted for his/her size. Child’s feet touch the ground, and desk is at a height that allows elbows to rest at a 90 

degree angle when seated. Knees are at a 90 degree angle. Consult with physical or occupational therapist if special equipment is needed to reach these 

requirements (footstool, special chair, etc).  

2. Paper is slanted according to left or right-handedness. For right-handed students, paper is slanted to the right (parallel w/ forearm), and for left-handed 

students, paper is slanted to the left. 

 

 Adaptations to Writing Utensil: 

1. Pencil grips: Consult with school occupational therapist to determine the correct pencil grip for optimal performance. These are a few of our favorite 

options: 

                                                   
        Grotto Grip            Start Right Grip  Writing Claw           Twist n Write Pencil       

 

*It is best to try to remediate pencil grasp issues WITHOUT a pencil grip. Use grips as a last alternative to modifying grasp pattern. Do not distribute 

pencil grips to an entire classroom, and use caution with distributing a grip to a child 5 years or younger.* 

 

 

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjV7KLvrcrKAhXCZCYKHVx_AnsQjRwIBw&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.thedyslexiashop.co.uk%2Ftwist-n-write-pencils.html&psig=AFQjCNEg9DFwFIvMuFeqPJPCaG5EdwKI3A&ust=1453996642579799
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2. Various alternate writing/coloring utensils on the market: 

                                                             
Twist-n-Write Pencil     Flip Crayons        Triangle Crayons Pip-Squeak Markers  Golf Pencils Mechanical Pencils 

 

3. Use broken crayons. This is a cheap alternative to buying a new writing utensil, and it works to increase use of a natural tripod grasp pattern.  

4. Provide a rubber band to put around wrist and pencil to maintain pencil shaft in webspace (Motor Services Provider can demonstrate). 

 

 Provide opportunities for fine motor experience in the classroom on a daily basis by creating centers or working these activities into literacy, math, and/or 

science units:     http://www.rch.org.au/emplibrary/ot/InfoSheet_A.pdf 

 

1. Tripod grasp precursor activities: small tongs/tweezers, beading activities, lacing activities, eye droppers, push pins, picking up pennies from a flat 

surface, rolling small tissue paper pieces in to balls, ripping paper in half (reciprocal ripping),  

2. Strengthening activities to increase stability and structural integrity of hand: clay projects, Playdoh activities, watering plants by ringing out sponges or 

using spray bottles, fastening nuts and bolts, wadding news paper or cheap news print to stuff bags for craft projects, paper-Mache projects, Lego and 

building blocks, opening and closing jar lids and Tupperware containers, craft projects in general. 

 

 

**Please note that we do not endorse any these products and this document is intended only to educate the audience about intervention options and 

options available to try. 
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